The degrees of freedom (DoF) region of the two-user multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) interference channel (IC) is studied under the assumptions of fast fading and delayed channel state information (CSI) at the transmitters (CSIT). Under our fast fading assumption, the channel matrices vary independently across time, so that delayed CSIT is equivalent to outdated CSIT. In particular, the DoF region under delayed CSIT is established for the general MIMO IC with an arbitrary numbers of antennas at each of the four terminals. Toward this end, a set of outer bounds to the DoF region of the general MIMO IC is derived. These bounds are then shown to be tight by developing DoF-region-optimal interference alignment schemes. A comparison of the DoF region of the MIMO IC under the delayed CSIT assumption with those under the two extremes of instantaneous CSIT and no CSIT assumptions is made. This comparison reveals that there are nonempty classes of MIMO ICs, defined by certain relationships between the numbers of antennas at the four terminals, that correspond to each of the following four scenarios: the no CSIT DoF region is strictly contained by, or is equal to, the delayed CSIT DoF region, which in turn is strictly contained by, or is equal to, the instantaneous CSIT DoF region. It is notable that within the class of MIMO ICs for which the delayed CSIT DoF region is strictly larger than the no CSIT DoF region, there is a subclass for which the interference alignment scheme which uses just delayed CSIT achieves the entire DoF region previously known to be achievable only with instantaneous CSIT.
and the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) Gaussian IC [10] , [11] , where the capacity region is characterized to within a constant gap that is independent of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the channel parameters. These works assume fixed channels, and hence perfect channel state information at the transmitters (CSIT) and receivers. For the MIMO Gaussian IC, under the same perfect CSI setting, the degrees of freedom (DoF) region-which denotes the rate of growth with respect to of the capacity region at high SNR-was found in [12] and [13] . As shown there, the DoF region can be achieved via a combination of transmit and receive zero-forcing beamforming and time sharing. However, such schemes can be sensitive to imperfections in CSIT. Indeed, it has recently been proved under fast fading and under certain assumptions on the distributions of the fading matrices that require that the transmit directions to the receive antennas are statistically indistinguishable [14] (thus including independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh [15] and i.i.d isotropic fading [16] , [17] ), that in the extreme case of having no CSIT whatsoever, the DoF region collapses to the extent that a combination of just receive zero-forcing beamforming and time sharing is DoF-region optimal. 1 The impact of lack of CSIT on the achievable rate emphasizes the need for transmitters to obtain CSI from the receivers. The receivers can learn the channel state (i.e., channel matrices) via pilot transmissions with a high degree of accuracy (and for this reason, throughout this paper, it is assumed that receivers know the channel state perfectly), which in practice, can be fed back to the transmitters via a feedback link. As a result, CSIT may be neither perfect, due to the limited capacity of the feedback link, nor instantaneous, due to the delays involved in the channel estimation and feedback. The first problem of having imperfect CSIT has been relatively well investigated and it is now well known, in a variety of contexts, that if the quality of CSIT is improved at a sufficiently fast rate with , then the perfect-CSIT DoF can be achieved even with imperfect CSIT (cf., [18] [19] [20] , and references therein). However, fundamental investigations of the second problem of having only delayed CSIT, a setting that is highly relevant in mobile environments with short channel coherence times, have only recently begun [21] [22] [23] .
In particular, Maddah-Ali and Tse [21] proved the surprising result that over the multiple-input single-output (MISO) broadcast channel (BC) (i.e., a BC with a multiple-antenna transmitter and single-antenna receivers) with i.i.d fast fading, delayed (i.e., outdated) CSIT can lead to a DoF improvement and hence, to an unbounded increase in the achievable rate, relative to having no CSIT. As i.i.d. fast fading precludes the possibility of channel prediction using delayed CSIT altogether, the DoF gains are realized therein without any knowledge of current CSI via an interference alignment scheme. That scheme is based on the idea that the interference encountered at a prior time instant by any one of the users, which is a linear combination (LC) of the data symbols (DSs) intended for the other users, can be perfectly evaluated by the transmitter at the current time instant using delayed CSIT, and hence can be subsequently transmitted to provide an opportunity to the interfered user to learn that interference while simultaneously providing useful information to the other users. This interference alignment scheme achieves DoF gains and is also sum-DoF optimal for the class of MISO BCs, wherein the transmitter has at least as many antennas as there are number of users. This work was then extended by the authors of this paper to the case of the MIMO BC (in which there are multiple and arbitrary number of antennas at all terminals) in [23] , where an outer bound to the DoF region is determined for the general -user case and was proved to be tight in the two-user case via an interference alignment scheme that optimally accounts for the arbitrary numbers of antennas at the three terminals.
Meanwhile, it was shown in [22] that, using the basic idea of [21] , more than one DoF can be achieved even for networks with distributed transmitters. However, although the results of [22] were improved recently in [24] , [25] , the exact sum-DoF still remain unknown for the interference and X networks considered therein. Furthermore, the authors of [22] also provide an interference alignment scheme for the MIMO IC 2 that achieves the DoF pair , which lies outside the DoF region with no CSIT [16] , [17] . However, with no outer bound, the question of whether this example can be improved is left open.
In this paper, we address the much more general question of characterizing the DoF region of the general MIMO IC. Toward this end, we first obtain a set of outer bounds to the DoF region. The key new outer bounds obtained here are based on an idea that we refer to as the statistical equivalence of channel outputs, which roughly means that the present channel outputs observed at any two of the receive antennas of the IC provide an equal amount of information about the transmitted messages when conditioned on the past channel outputs and the past and present channel states. The outer bounds based on this idea, together with the single-user and perfect CSIT bounds, give a tight outer bound for the general MIMO IC. As one application of this outer bound, it can now be asserted that the DoF pair for the MIMO IC example achieved in [22] lies on the boundary of the delayed-CSIT DoF region and, thus, cannot be improved further.
Note that apart from the two-user MIMO IC considered here, the delayed-CSIT DoF region is known only for the MISO BC [21] and its generalization to the MIMO BC in [23] , which prompts us to contrast the techniques developed in this work 2 Throughout this paper, MIMO IC refers to the IC with and antennas at the transmitter and the receiver, respectively.
to that in [21] and [23] . In order to derive their outer bound, the authors in [21] first outer bound the capacity region by enhancing the original BC through genie-aided side information-that reveals past channel outputs to the transmitter and, in addition, gives to each receiver the outputs at some of the other receivers-into a physically degraded BC with a transmitter that knows the past channel states and past channel outputs and then compute the DoF region of the resultant physically degraded BC by using the result of [26] that shows that the capacity of the physically degraded BC with feedback is the same as that without feedback. However, the reliance on the result of [26] makes the technique of [21] inapplicable to other channels with delayed CSIT, such as the IC. In fact, the results of this paper and that of [27] together show that the outer bound derived just based on the genie-aided model in which delayed channel outputs are revealed to the transmitters (in addition to delayed CSIT), is strictly loose for the MIMO IC. In contrast, the general outer bounding techniques developed here not only provide a tight bound for the MIMO IC but can also be used for dealing with a variety of other channels with delayed CSIT. For instance, we provide in [28] an alternate proof of the outer bound of [21] and [23] for the MISO and MIMO BCs without ever invoking the specialized result of [26] . Moreover, our technique could also be employed for the MIMO cognitive IC under the delayed CSIT assumption. The MIMO cognitive IC is an MIMO IC in which one transmitter additionally knows the message of the other transmitter. The DoF region of this channel was found under the instantaneous CSIT assumption in [13] and for the no CSIT setting (under the restriction of statistically indistinguishable transmit directions) in [14] and [29] . Next, to prove that the proposed outer bound is tight, retrospective interference alignment (RIA) schemes are developed to exhaust this outer bound for the general MIMO IC, and thus, the fundamental DoF region is established without any restrictions on the numbers of antennas at the four terminals. The MIMO IC, unlike the MIMO BC, consists of distributed, or noncooperating, transmitters. Hence, neither transmitter can compute the past received signals (excluding noise terms) of the two receivers with delayed CSIT. However, since the transmit signal of any given transmitter is intended for just its paired receiver, each transmitter can compute the past interference caused by its signal to the unintended receiver. Thus, interference alignment can be achieved when the transmitters send the past interference they created at their unintended receivers, which in turn provides additional information to the intended receiver about its desired message without causing any new interference at the unpaired receiver.
Finally, the delayed-CSIT DoF region is compared against the perfect (instantaneous)-CSIT and no-CSIT DoF regions. This comparison reveals a rich classification of MIMO ICs according to whether the no-CSIT DoF region is strictly contained by, or is equal to, the delayed-CSIT DoF region, which in turn is strictly contained by, or is equal to, the perfect-CSIT DoF region. Interestingly, within the class of MIMO ICs for which the delayed-CSIT DoF region is strictly larger than its no-CSIT counterpart, there exists a subclass in which delayed-CSIT-based RIA schemes can achieve the entire DoF region previously known to be achievable only with perfect and instantaneous CSIT.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the problem statement. Section III contains the main results of the paper, namely, the inner and outer bounds to the delayed-CSIT DoF region, which coincide with each other to yield the DoF region. This section also presents an example that illustrates how interference alignment can be achieved over the IC with delayed CSIT. The proof of the outer bound is given in Sections IV and V, whereas that of the inner bound is given in Sections VI-X. Finally, this paper concludes with Section XI.
II. CHANNEL MODEL
In this section, we describe the MIMO IC with fading under the assumption of delayed CSIT. The two transmitters of the MIMO IC are denoted as T1 and T2, with transmitter having antennas and their corresponding receivers are denoted as R1 and R2, with receiver equipped with antennas. A given transmitter has a message only for its respective/paired receiver. However, its signal is received at the unintended receiver as interference. The input-output relationship at the channel use is given at R1 and R2, respectively, as where, at time , is the signal sent by the transmitter, is the signal at the receiver, denotes the channel matrix between receiver and transmitter; , for , is the additive noise at receiver ; and there is a power constraint of at both transmitters.
We assume Rayleigh fading, i.e., all the entries of all channel matrices are i.i.d. zero-mean, unit-variance complex normal (denoted ) random variables. Further, the channel and noise realizations are taken to be i.i.d. across time and they are independent of each other. Moreover, the distributions of channel matrices and additive noises are known to all terminals.
It is assumed that the receivers know all channel matrices perfectly, and since there is no delay constraint on decoding, CSI at the receivers is taken to be instantaneous, without loss of generality. Thus, CSIR is assumed to be perfect and instantaneous. Our focus, in this paper, is on the delayed CSIT assumption. In particular, the transmitters are assumed to have perfect but delayed knowledge of all channel matrices. This delay is taken to be one time unit, without loss of generality. Hence, the channel matrices are known to both transmitters at time . In addition to the delayed-CSIT assumption, we consider here, for the sake of comparison, two extreme assumptions of perfect CSIT, where all terminals have perfect and instantaneous knowledge of all channel matrices, and no CSIT, where the transmitters have no knowledge whatsoever of the channel realizations.
Let and be two independent messages to be sent by T1 and T2, respectively, over a block length of , where the message is intended for the receiver. It is assumed that is distributed uniformly over a set of cardinality , when there is a power constraint of at the transmitters. If with and , then a coding scheme for blocklength consists of two encoding functions , , such that and two decoding functions such that A rate tuple is said to be achievable if there exists a sequence of coding schemes such that probability of or tends to zero as . The capacity region is defined to be the set of all achievable rate tuples when the power constraint at the transmitters is . We then define the DoF region as
The DoF regions corresponding to the cases of perfect and no CSIT, denoted, respectively, as and , can be defined in analogous fashion with the only difference being in the definitions of the encoding functions. In particular, for perfect-CSIT and no-CSIT assumptions, we have respectively, with the power constraint being satisfied in each case. Clearly, .
III. DOF REGION AND INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT WITH DELAYED CSIT
In this section, the main results regarding the DoF region of the MIMO IC are stated for which we need the following two definitions.
Definition 1: For a given , Condition is said to hold, whenever the inequality is true for with . Clearly, the two conditions are symmetric counterparts of each other (i.e., one can be obtained from the other by switching user indices 1 and 2). Moreover, the two conditions cannot be true simultaneously, and Condition cannot hold if .
Definition 2:
The region is as defined in (1) at the bottom of the next page.
In the sequel, the first two single-user bounds on and appearing in the definition of are referred to as and , respectively; while the remaining five bounds on the weighted sums of and are referred to as , , , , respectively [see (1) ].
The following theorem gives an outer bound to the DoF region.
Theorem 1 (Outer Bound): The DoF region of the MIMO IC with delayed CSIT is outer bounded by , i.e.,
Proof:
If , then for each because the DoF of the point-to-point MIMO channel with transmit and receive antennas are upper bounded by [30] . Now, note that if , then and satisfy bound [13] (see also [14, Remark 19] ), and hence, if , then the bound must hold. It now remains to prove bounds , , and . To this end, we observe that bounds and are symmetric counterparts of each other, and so are the bounds and . Hence, it is sufficient to prove bounds and . The proofs of and as being the outer bounds are provided in Sections IV and V, respectively.
The main ideas used in the derivations of and are outlined in the next two remarks.
Remark 1 (Main Idea of Proof of
): This bound is derived by assuming that R1 does not encounter any interference. Hence, to get this bound, it is essential to obtain a tight quantification of the interference seen by R2. Toward this end, it is shown that the DoF occupied by the interference at R2 are proportional to . This point is in turn proved by using the key notion of the statistical equivalence of channel outputs (see Lemma 4 and Remark 7). Finally, the characterization of the interference at R2 is translated to derive .
While bounds and (with the latter being a symmetric counterpart of ) suffice for most MIMO ICs, the additional bound (respectively, ) is necessary for the class of MIMO ICs for which Condition 1 (respectively, 2) holds.
Remark 2 (Main Idea of Proof of ):
In obtaining the outer bound , unlike in the case of , we account for the interference seen at both receivers. To quantify the interference at R1, we prove that whenever Condition 1 holds, R1 can decode the message intended for R2. This in turn implies that the DoF of the interference at R1 is equal to the DoF achieved for the T2-R2 pair. On the other hand, to characterize the interference at R2, the idea of the statistical equivalence of channel outputs is used, as before. These two results together yield .
The following theorem asserts that the above outer bound is tight for all values of .
Theorem 2 (The DoF Region):
The DoF region of the MIMO IC with delayed CSIT is equal to . In other words
Proof:
The previous theorem establishes that . It will be shown here that , i.e., the region is achievable. In the remainder of the proof, it is assumed, without loss of generality, that (thus Condition 2 cannot hold).
We now divide the analysis into three main cases, which are further subdivided into seven cases that are each analyzed individually in their respective sections, stated beside the definition of the case. Note that the assumption of applies to every case. (1) For some values of the four-tuple ( ), we have (e.g., see Table I ), which implies the achievability of the outer bound (even without CSIT), and hence the theorem. However, when , two new DoF-region-optimal RIA-based achievability schemes are proposed in this paper. In Section VI, the first RIA scheme is developed for Case A.I, and in Section VII the second generic RIA scheme is described that can be used for all remaining cases with an appropriate choice for parameters. The reader is referred to Sections VI-X for detailed proofs. The key idea behind the RIA schemes developed in Sections VI and VII is explained in the next section using an example.
We next obtain an important corollary of the previous two theorems that applies for the following assumption about limited delayed CSIT. Each transmitter has only delayed knowledge of channel matrices corresponding to its unpaired receiver. That is, at time , the transmitter knows perfectly the channel matrices and with , but does not have any knowledge of the realizations of other channel matrices. We refer to this case as limited delayed CSIT and denote the corresponding DoF region by , which is characterized by the following corollary.
Corollary 1:
The DoF region of the MIMO IC with limited delayed CSIT is equal to , i.e., . Proof: Since , the region is an outer bound to . Moreover, the RIA schemes developed to prove the achievability of under the delayed CSIT assumption make use of only limited delayed CSIT. Hence, they are also applicable under the limited delayed CSIT assumption, which proves that , hence the result.
Remark 3:
The previous definition of the DoF region is restrictive in the sense that a pair belongs to the DoF region only if there exists a sequence (over ) of achievable rate pairs such that for each , is the limit of the sequence . Following [31] , it is possible to define the DoF region more generally as where denotes the set of pairs of nonnegatives real numbers, and stands for the limit superior [32] as . It can be easily proved that the DoF region is closed [32] and convex [33] , and that . However, it can also be proved that . Toward this end, it is enough to derive just the converse, for which it is sufficient to establish that bounds and hold even under the more general definition of the DoF region. These stronger results about and can be proved by deriving all bounds in Sections IV and V in terms of rates and , and various mutual information or differential entropy terms, and by deferring the computation of the limit superior to the very last step (cf., the proof of [17, Th. 5]), unlike the way it is done currently where the limit superior is computed at every step. For brevity, we do not repeat this argument again in the paper. All theorems stated previously hold under the more general definition of DoF region given in this remark. 
Remark 4:
In the first version of this paper [34] , we characterized the DoF region for all MIMO ICs, except those falling under Case B.III (for which we now know the outer bound is necessary, but was not found in [34] ). Following [34] , the authors of [35] proposed an inner bound to the delayed-CSIT DoF region of all MIMO ICs and also suggested a simple outer bound by assuming that the two transmitters of the IC can cooperate, thereby converting the MIMO IC to the MIMO BC, whose delayed-CSIT DoF region is known from [23] . These bounds were shown there to be tight for a subset of MIMO ICs, which is, however, strictly smaller than the one consisting of MIMO ICs that fall under Cases 0, A, B.0, B.I, and B.II. Hence, the DoF region result obtained in [34] precedes and subsumes that of [35] . Moreover, an updated version of our work in [34] was submitted as [36] that included the outer bound (and its symmetric counterpart ), thereby establishing the general DoF region of Theorem 2 for all MIMO ICs.
A. Achieving Perfect-CSIT DoF Region With Delayed CSIT: An Example of RIA
Here, we present an example of how interference alignment can be achieved over the delayed-CSIT MIMO IC. Consider an MIMO IC with . It turns out that for this channel the perfect-CSIT DoF region can be achieved with just delayed CSIT. From the shape of the DoF region shown in Fig. 1 , it clear that if the DoF pair is achievable with delayed CSIT, then the entire region can be achieved via time sharing. Thus, we illustrate here an interference alignment scheme to achieve point . We ignore the presence of additive noise henceforth in this section since it cannot alter a DoF result. Two receive beamformers in the form of the unitary matrices and can be computed, as functions, respectively, of and , such that affects only the first entry of and . That is, where represents the norm. Henceforth, we can regard and as being the received signals of R1 and R2, respectively.
We will prove that by coding over two time extensions, four and two DoFs can be achieved for the two users, respectively, which implies the achievability of the DoF pair . The scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
At time 1, T1 transmits four DSs, namely, , , , and , intended for R1, whereas T2 sends a DS for R2. Consider the signal received by R2, whose received signal can be written as Thus, R2 sees interferences and , which are LCs of DSs intended for R1. Moreover, R2 knows . Consider now the case of R1. It encounters interference at the first antenna, which it ignores. In the second and third antennas, R1 observes two interference-free LCs of the desired DSs.
From the previous discussion, it is clear that neither receiver can decode any of the symbols. Note that if R2 knows , it can decode . On the other hand, R1 needs two more LCs of its desired DSs. It can be shown that it is sufficient for R1 to learn and . This is because Rayleigh-faded channel matrices are full rank with probability 1, and using this fact it can be shown that the four LCs of , namely, , , , and are almost surely linearly independent. Hence, R1, upon knowing these LCs, can recover the desired DSs. The goal of the coding scheme is hence to deliver 1) to R2 and 2) and to R1. Both these objectives are accomplished over the second time slot using delayed CSIT. In particular, at time , T1 knows all channel matrices corresponding to time , and hence can compute and transmit and at time . The transmit signals at time are shown in Fig. 1 , where is the new DS which T2 wants to convey to R2. It is easy to see that R1 can invert the channel matrix (between the last two antennas of T1 and the two antennas of R1) to compute and , and then decode 's. Next, since R2 knows , R2 can first subtract the contribution due to from the signal it receives at , i.e., it can evaluate where denotes the channel vector to R2 from the antenna of T1. Next, by applying the inverse of the matrix (which is full rank, almost surely) to the left-hand side of aforementioned equation, R2 can determine and , and hence, also . Thus, at , both receivers learn their intended DSs, which proves the achievability of the DoF pair . In the aforementioned scheme, since and are interferences at R2 at , transmitting them again from T1 achieves interference alignment as follows: it communicates useful LCs to R1 while at the same time effectively communicating the previously occurring interference ( ) at R2, which R2 can use (via interference cancellation) to enhance its information about its own desired DSs. Simply put, resending past interferences seen at one receiver is simultaneously useful to both receivers. This technique is a common feature of the RIA schemes developed later in Sections VI and VII.
B. Comparison of the DoF Regions With Perfect, Delayed and No CSIT
To facilitate the comparison of DoF regions under the three scenarios, it is useful to first characterize the shape of the DoF region which is determined by the bounds in the definition of that are active for a given MIMO IC. Toward this end, the following definition is convenient. Depending upon the shape of the DoF region , MIMO ICs can be classified into different cases depending on the relationship between the numbers of antennas at the four terminals. These cases are named and defined in the first two columns of Table I (this table assumes without loss of generality). The third column indicates the set of bounds that are active for the different cases. Fig. 2 , generated using the results of Lemmas 11 and 12, depicts the delayed-CSIT DoF region for each of the cases. An example of a four-tuple denoting the numbers of antennas for each case are also given in Table I .
We now proceed to compare the DoF regions under the three different assumptions about CSIT. For easy reference, the DoF regions with perfect and no CSIT are stated below.
Remark 5: The perfect-CSIT DoF region of the IC is equal to the region with bounds , , , and dropped [12] (see also [14, Remark 19] ). Further, the no-CSIT DoF region of the IC with is given in [14] [15] [16] , and [37] The last column in Table I shows how the regions  ,  ,  and are related to each other for each case. This comparison is summarized with a different viewpoint in Table II . Evidently, there are nonempty classes of MIMO ICs as defined by the collection of cases in the second column of Table II that correspond to each of the four scenarios wherein the perfect CSIT DoF region strictly contains, or is equal to, the delayed CSIT DoF region, which in turn strictly contains, or is equal to, the no CSIT DoF region. While the cases in the first two rows of Table II represent MIMO ICs for which the delayed CSIT DoF region is achieved even without CSIT (since the two DoF regions are identical), it is notable that within the class of MIMO ICs in the last two rows of Table II for which the delayed CSIT  TABLE II  COMPARISON OF DOF REGIONS OF THE IC WITH NO DoF region is strictly larger than the no CSIT DoF region, there is a subclass for which the RIA schemes which use just delayed CSIT achieve the entire DoF region previously known to be achievable only with instantaneous CSIT.
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1: IS AN OUTER BOUND
Before starting the proof, we introduce the notation used in the remainder of this paper.
Notation
The set of four channel matrices at time is denoted by , is the channel matrix from transmitter to channel outputs (see Fig. 3 ); however, if and/or , then and denote empty sets. Moreover, for , . Finally, denotes any real-valued function of such that . Next, we prove that is a valid outer bound for which we need an inequality which is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Let and . Then, for each , we have (2) or equivalently (3) where the term is constant with . In fact, the proof of bound is an application of the above lemma as will be seen in the following section. The proof of Lemma 1 is deferred to Section IV-C.
A. Proof of Bound
Assuming that R1 knows the message and the received signal instantaneously, we apply Fano's inequality [33] to upper bound the rates achievable for the two users as follows:
and (6) where as .
Define a function as
Note here that the operator preserves inequalities, i.e., if , then . Note that for two real-valued sequences and (7) if the limit of any one of the two sequences exists. Since for each , , using the equality in (15) , we obtain the following from (13): Thus, the bounds in (5) and (6) imply (8) Consider the first term , which stands for the DoF available to R2 per time slot. Using the result on the DoF of the point-topoint MIMO channel [30] , we get (9) Consider the term . Given the message and the channel matrices , the transmit signal is deterministic. Hence, the term equals the amount of information R2 can get about after decoding its intended message . That is, the term is a measure of the interference caused by the transmission of T1 at R2, and is equal to the DoF occupied by the interference at R2 per time slot. Using Lemma 1 and the second inequality in (8), we get (10) which shows that the DoF occupied by the interference at R2 are proportional to (recall the discussion in Remark 1). Next, using inequalities (12)- (14), we obtain which is the bound .
B. Proof of Lemma 1
We begin by proving a series of results which are then used to prove Lemma 1.
In the next two lemmas, it is shown that although the received signals and are and dimensional, respectively, only their first and entries are relevant as far as the current DoF analysis is concerned. Because any term that is proportional to is irrelevant in the DoF analysis, we can concentrate henceforth on only the first and the first antennas of R1 and R2, respectively.
Remark 6: Since all the differential entropy or the mutual information terms considered in this section are conditioned on and , it is assumed henceforth in this section that , because can always be subtracted from the received signal . Consider the following lemma, which is the crucial step in establishing Lemma 1.
Lemma 4 (Statistical Equivalence of Channel Outputs): For a given
, given , and with , we have Proof: The inequality is proved in (11)- (14) , shown at the bottom of the next page, where various equalities and inequality hold for the following reasons. The equality (11) holds because all the concerned random variables are independent of . Equation (12) follows from the definition of conditional differential entropy. Next, equality in (13) is true because conditioned on random variables , the joint distribution of the pair of random variables is identical to that of the pair . Finally, inequality (14) holds because conditioning reduces entropy.
Remark 7 (Statistical Equivalence of Channel Outputs):
The aforementioned lemma shows that the present signals received at any two given antennas of the IC are statistically equivalent, when conditioned on the past and present channel matrices, past received signals, and present received signals at some other antennas. This result is referred as the statistical equivalence of the channel outputs. This property provides a basis for relating the differential entropies of the signals received by R1 and R2, and indeed it is the important point of this proof. In fact, as indicated earlier, this idea is useful for dealing with other channels with delayed CSIT (cf., [28] ).
The following corollary uses the aforementioned lemma to obtain inequalities in a more useful form.
Corollary 2: For a given , given , , , and , we have the following inequalities:
Proof: A repeated application of the previous lemma yields for any . Hence
The next inequality is based on the idea of statistical equivalence of the signal received at two of the receive antennas. It can be proved as follows:
where the last inequality follows because conditioning reduces entropy.
The third inequality stated in the corollary is immediate from the previous lemma, whereas the last inequality can be proved in a manner analogous to the proof of the first inequality of this corollary.
The next lemma uses the aforementioned corollary.
Lemma 5: The following inequality holds:
Proof: To simplify the notation, with abuse of notation, we omit in this proof the subscripts and appearing in the aforementioned differential entropy terms. That is, we write , , , and as , , , and , respectively. Then where we make use of the fact that random variables , ,
, and are independent of . Hence, it is sufficient to prove that for each Moreover, since and it is enough to establish the following inequality:
which has been proved in the equation at the bottom of the next page, where the three inequalities follow respectively from the first, second, and the fourth inequalities of Corollary 2.
Using the aforementioned lemma, Lemma 1 can now be proved as follows.
Proof of Lemma 1: Consider the first inequality. Recall that the differential entropy term on the left hand side of the above inequality is lower bounded (within ) via Lemma 2, whereas the one on the right hand side is upper bounded (within ) via Lemma 3. The inequality now follows from Lemma 5 by noting that the sum or the difference of two yields another term. The second inequality follows from the first by noting that the differential entropy of the received signals conditioned on the channel matrices and both messages is equal to that of some noise terms, which is of the order of .
V. PROOF OF THEOREM 1: IS AN OUTER BOUND Using Fano's inequality, we upper bound the rates achievable for the two users as follows: (15) and (16) where as . Using these bounds, we get
Next, we obtain a tight upper bound on so that the desired bound can be derived. To that end, define a unitary matrix such that the last rows of consist only of zeros. Such a unitary matrix can be obtained from the singular-value decomposition [38] of , and therefore, is a deterministic function of . Define . Note that affects only the first entries of . Since a unitary transformation cannot affect the mutual information, we have (18) We upper bound each of the two terms appearing above through the following two lemmas. The next lemma shows that R1 can decode , and hence, it encounters interference with DoF (recall the discussion in Remark 2).
Lemma 6:
We have (19) Proof: See Section V-B.
The following lemma uses the techniques developed in the proof of Lemma 1 to obtain a lower bound on (cf., Remark 2). 
Proof: See Section V-C.
Using inequalities (18) , (19) , and (21), we obtain
We substitute this lower bound on into (17), we get which is the desired bound after simple arithmetic manipulations.
A. Proof of Lemma 6
To prove this lemma, we make use of the techniques developed in [12] . We first define to following quantities: Let the matrix formed by retaining the first rows of be (it is thus in size); define where denotes the largest singular value of ; let be an -dimensional noise vector, which is distributed as , where and whose realizations are i.i.d. across time, and finally, set . Next, consider the following two inequalities: (23) where the first inequality holds because, within the partial order of positive semidefinite matrices, the covariance matrix of is smaller than the identity matrix [12] and the second inequality holds because 1) the DoF of the point-to-point MIMO channel are limited by the number of receive antennas [30] , and 2) conditioned on and , is deterministic, which implies that, under the same conditioning, and are independent of . Now, using the arguments developed in [12] (see Steps 3-5 in the proof of Theorem 1 therein), it can be shown that Substituting the previous lower bound into (23) , we obtain the desired inequality.
B. Proof of Lemma 7
The first inequality in (20) follows by noting that and are independent. To prove the next inequality consider the following arguments. Let . Since is independent of and is i.i.d. Rayleigh faded, we have . For similar reasons, . Now, let be a collection of channel matrices , ,
, and . Then, . Note that a one-to-one and onto, and hence, invertible mapping exists between and . Therefore and Thus, to prove inequality in (21) , it is sufficient to show that This inequality is just a simple application of Lemma 1 (i.e., follow the proof of Lemma 1 with and replaced respectively by and In this case, we have Here, both the bounds are (strictly) active because but , and hence no bound can imply the other. The typical shape of is as shown in Fig. 2(d) , from which we deduce that if the point (i.e., the point of intersection of and ) is achievable, the entire outer bound can be achieved via time sharing. Thus, to prove the lemma, it is sufficient to show the achievability of point , which is done next.
Achievability Scheme for Point
Under Case A.I.3: The point is as given by (24) , shown at the bottom of the page. 4 It will be shown that over time slots, we can achieve DoF for the two users, respectively. The achievability scheme, which is our first RIA scheme, consists of three phases and its general structure is described next, following which we provide a detailed description.
1) Over each time slot of Phase One, T1 transmits DSs intended for R1, while T2 remains silent. R1 cannot decode the desired symbols; and as will be shown later, if a part of the signal received by R2 over Phase One is delivered to R1, R1 can perform successful decoding. 2) Phase Two is analogous to Phase One, except that here, T2 sends DSs for R2, while T1 remains silent. Again, it is necessary to communicate a part of the received signal of R1 to R2. 3) Using delayed CSIT, the signal received by R2 (R1, respectively) over Phase One (Two, respectively) is known to T1 (T2, respectively) at the beginning of Phase Three. Hence, swapping of received signals can be accomplished over Phase Three. The details of the aforementioned RIA scheme are explained as follows.
Phase One: according to distribution. At each time, symbols are transmitted by T1 on a symbol-per-antenna basis using its first antennas, i.e., the transmit signal of T1 at time is constructed as (25) The signal received by R1, at any time , is given by where denotes the matrix obtained from by retaining only the first columns of it. Thus, for a given , R1 observes LCs of input DSs and these LCs are almost surely linearly independent because and the Rayleigh-faded channel matrices are almost surely full rank. Since the receiver needs to have one interference-free LC per desired DS (provided all LCs are linearly independent) for successful decoding, R1 needs to receive extra LCs of . As we will soon see, these LCs are present at R2. With this motivation, we see that the signal received by R2 at its first antennas at times , is given by , where is a row vector obtained from another row vector by retaining only its first entries (see also Fig. 3 for notation) . Here, is an LC of whose coefficients are decided by the row vector . If suppose R1 knows the LCs as well as the channel matrix , then via channel inversion it can almost surely compute (26) to recover the input symbols (where the noise terms have been ignored since they cannot affect the DoF result). Hence, it is sufficient for it to learn the values of the LCs since it knows all channel matrices perfectly. Moreover, these LCs are known to T1 at the end of this phase due to delayed CSIT, which makes it feasible to convey these to R1. and . This procedure of partitioning the set of LCs is deterministic and is known to all terminals. Note here that ( , respectively) denotes an LC that is observed over Phase One (Phase Two, respectively) by R2 (R1, respectively) and it is known to T1 (T2, respectively) at the start of Phase Three and is to be delivered to R1 (R2, respectively).
At any time and , T1 and T2 simultaneously transmit the LCs belonging to the set and , respectively, on a symbol-perantenna basis [as in (25) ]. That is, at time , the transmitter sends , , from the antenna, while its last antennas are idle. 5 Throughout, whenever we say that a certain receiver needs few more LCs for decoding the desired DSs, we always mean that these new LCs are linearly independent of each other and also of the LCs this receiver has already observed. 6 Treat here the LC as a random variable and as a set of random variables. This step partitions the set of random variables into disjoint subsets.
Consider now the decoding procedure at R1. Its signal received is given by Since R1 knows LCs as well as the channel matrices , it can subtract from its received signal the contribution due to these known LCs, i.e., for each , it can compute 7 by subtracting the contribution due to . Subsequently, by inverting the channel matrix (which can be done with probability 1), it can determine the values of LCs . Hence, as per the arguments developed earlier, R1 can decode all input symbols. The operation of R2 is similar. This concludes the description of the RIA scheme for case A.I.3.
VII. GENERIC RIA SCHEME FOR CASES A.II AND B
In this section, we develop a generic RIA scheme, which is then used to prove Theorem 2 for Cases A.II, B.I, B.II, and B.III. This scheme is applicable whenever , , and . Also, this scheme can be viewed as a generalization of the example presented in Section III-B.
This scheme, denoted henceforth as , is designed to achieve a DoF pair over uses of the given delayed-CSIT MIMO IC, where , , and are positive integers. This scheme is described in terms of some parameters stated in the next paragraph and in Lemma 8 which is stated later in this section. Whenever is to be used for achieving a DoF pair over the MIMO IC, a specific choice for the parameters should be made such that , , and Lemma 8 holds, which then guarantees the achievability of the desired DoF pair. Next, we describe the parameters of this scheme.
Let and be the sets of positive and nonnegative integers, respectively. Consider the achievability scheme (27) The following list describes the general structure of this scheme. 7 R1 knows noisy versions of LCs . However, the presence or absence of noise does not alter a DoF result. It is in this sense that we say that R1 knows these LCs. The presence of additive noise is ignored in the rest of this paper. 1) By coding over time slots, we will achieve and DoF for the two users. The scheme consists of two phases, Phases One and Two, which are of duration and time slots, respectively, with . 2) At time of Phase One, T1 and T2 transmit and DSs intended for their receivers. Hence, T1 transmits the required DSs over this phase, while T2 must transmit DSs over Phase Two [see (27) ].
3) The interfering symbols seen by R2 over this phase, which are LCs of DSs intended for R1, are grouped into two sets, namely, and , where the symbols of the latter set are known to R2. These sets are constructed such that DSs sent over Phase One become decodable at the intended receivers, provided the interfering symbols from both sets are delivered to R1 and those from the first set are communicated to R2. 4) These interfering symbols are computable at T1 using delayed CSIT. 5) Over Phase Two, the objectives stated in point 3 are accomplished, in addition to sending DSs from T2 to R2. At the end of this phase, decoding is successful at both receivers. 6) In this scheme, which is proposed for an asymmetric setting of , T2 does not play an active role in attaining interference alignment (it only transmits DSs to R2). This is the main contrasting feature of when compared to the scheme developed in the previous section for Case A.I. 3 . The details of are described next.
A. Phase One
This phase constitutes the initial time slots. At time , T1 transmits i.i.d. complex Gaussian DSs, , intended for R1, whereas T2 transmits i.i.d. complex Gaussian DSs, , intended for R2. Note that this is feasible since by definition and . These symbols are sent by the transmitters on a symbol-per-antenna basis [cf., (25) ].
Consider now the situation at the receivers. Note that at time during this phase, only the first antennas of T2 send a nonzero signal. LCs are linearly independent with probability 1. Hence, it is sufficient for R1 to learn LCs . In order to design the next phase, we introduce some terminology. If are i.i.d. complex Gaussian DSs to be sent by T2 over Phase Two, then define the following sets:
Elements of set are referred in the sequel as interfering symbols. We must accomplish the following over the next phase: 1) communicate interfering symbols in set to both the receivers, 2) additionally, deliver interfering symbols in to R1, and 3) have T2 send DSs from to R2. Note that the elements of the sets and are known to T1 and T2, respectively, at the beginning of the next phase.
To prove the next lemma, the following facts are useful: If denotes the cardinality of set , then (28) Consider the following lemma about partitioning of the set . The sufficient conditions of this lemma must be proved each time is used with a particular choice for the parameters is made (as is done in subsequent sections for subcases of A.II and B). can be distributed into subsets so that every element of belongs to exactly one subset and criterion (29b) is satisfied. After this step, we can accommodate at most elements of set into subsets , , because the cardinality of each of these subsets is bounded by . Therefore, if the inequality in (29c) holds, then the interfering symbols of can be partitioned into subsets such that every element of belongs to exactly one subset and no subset contains more than elements. This construction allows us to build subsets as described in the lemma.
Assuming that Lemma 8 holds, we design the next phase of the scheme.
B. Phase Two
This is the last phase and takes the remaining time slots. At time with , a subset obtained from the aforementioned lemma is chosen. T1 transmits all the interfering symbols belonging to this set (i.e., the elements of set , whereas T2 transmits all DSs in this set (i.e., the elements of set . This is feasible for the two transmitters because cannot contain more than interfering symbols and more than DSs (recall ). This transmission is done on a symbol-per-antenna basis [cf., (25) ].
For a , T1 and T2 together must transmit at most symbols; hence, no more than transmit antennas are used at any given time during this phase. This implies that R1 can recover the required interfering symbols via simple channel inversion [cf., (26) ]. After recovering the interfering symbols, R1 has one interference-free LC per DS and can hence decode the message.
As for R2, the second property of Lemma 8 implies that at most symbols that are unknown to R2 are transmitted at any given time during this phase. Hence, R2 can subtract the contribution due to the known interfering symbols [cf., (27) ] and then recover the desired DSs as well as the unknown interfering symbols. Thus, it can also decode all the desired DSs sent to it over the two phases.
In other words, at the end of time slots, the receiver can decode DSs which are intended for it (note, ), provided Lemma 8 holds.
Example 1: Note that the example of RIA presented in Section III-B is a specific instance of scheme with the following choice of parameters: ; ; ;
; . : Here, both the bounds are strictly active. The typical shape of the outer bound is as shown in Fig. 2(f) from which we see that the achievability of point (the point of intersection of bounds and ) is sufficient to establish the achievability of outer bound .
Achievability Scheme for Point
Under Case A.II: Here where . We make use of scheme of the previous section with the following choice of parameters:
It is now sufficient to prove that Lemma 8 holds with the above choice of parameters. Toward this end, note that , and . The three inequalities, namely, (29a), (29b), and (29c), stated in Lemma 8, can now be proved easily. The details are left to the reader.
B. Cases B.0 and B.I
Consider first Case B.0, where the inequality holds. Hence, by [14, Remark 20] , and hence , which establishes the theorem for this case. Consider now Case B.I, for which the defining inequality is and we have the following lemma. Here, the three outer bounds are given as It can be easily verified that implies and since , implies . Hence, bound is active. The typical shape of the outer bound is shown in Fig. 2(g) . It is clear that if the point which is the point of intersection of the single-user bound on and the bound , is known to be achievable, then the entire outer bound can be achieved via time sharing.
A Scheme to Achieve Point Under Case B.I: Set . We will prove that the point , defined above, is achievable over the MIMO IC using delayed CSIT, which implies that the point is achievable over the original MIMO IC as well (note ). We use with the following choice of parameters: (28) ):
, and . It now remains to verify that the inequalities (29a), (29b), and (29c) stated in the proof of Lemma 8 hold. Inequality (29a) holds trivially. Inequality (29b) holds as per the next lemma.
Lemma 9: We have
Proof: Suppose the inequality stated in the lemma is not true, i.e., the inequality holds (recall ). This yields us which contradicts the defining inequality of Case B.II.1. Hence, the inequality stated in lemma holds.
It can be easily verified via substitution that inequality (29c) holds.
B. Case B.II.2:
In this case, bounds are active and a typical shape of the outer bound is as shown in Fig. 2(j) . We need to establish the achievability of points and .
1) A Scheme for Point
Under Case B.II.2: Here, point is given by
We use with the following choice of parameters:
Again, note that as required. With the above choice, the cardinalities of various sets are as follows:
It now remains to verify that the inequalities (29a), (29b), and (29c) stated in the proof of Lemma 8 hold. The validity of the first two inequalities can be easily verified via simple substitution. The following lemma shows that inequality (29c) holds.
Lemma 10: We have
Proof: Suppose the lemma is not true. Then, we have We have the following lemma for this case.
We first determine the typical shape of the outer bound. To this end, note from the previous section that whenever , the bounds are active. Let denote the -coordinate of point . It can be verified that (see Fig. 5 ). In other words, at , bound is active. Now depending on the relative values of and , we need to divide the further analysis into two cases.
1) Case B.III.1: : It can be verified that under Case B.III Hence, under this case, bounds are active (see Fig. 5 ). From Fig. 5(a) , one may deduce that the entire outer bound can be achieved via time sharing, provided the points and can be achieved. 2) Case B.III.2:
: The discussion under the previous case implies that bounds are active [see Fig. 5 (b)] here. From Fig. 5(b) , we observe that the entire outer bound can be achieved via time sharing, provided the points , , and can be achieved. The two cases are handled separately by the next two sections.
A. Case B.III.1: Condition 1 Holds and
The goal here is to prove the achievability of points and . . Moreover, the scheme that we propose here to achieve makes use of at most antennas at T1 (even if more are available). Thus, it can be assumed without loss of generality that . We first introduce some notation. Let ( ) be the smallest (largest) integer greater (smaller) than or equal to . Note that and . We will use the scheme with the following choice of parameters: ; , which imples ;
; and . Choose such that and and such a choice can be made because . Next, set . This choice ensures that and . Note that , as desired.
We next prove that Lemma 8 holds with this choice of parameters, from which it follows that the point is achievable.
Proof of Lemma 8 for Point
Under Case B.III.1: Since , one can easily compute which yields . Using these facts and equations in (28) , it can be verified that the inequalities (29a), (29b), and (29c) hold.
B. Case B.III.2: Condition 1 Holds and
The goal here is to prove that the points , , and are achievable. The achievability of point can be proved in the same manner as done in the previous subsection. (31) where the inequality (31) holds since under Case B.III.2, we have . The last inequality yields us a contradiction, which implies that the desired inequality (29a) is true. The remaining two inequalities, namely, (29b) and (29c) can be easily proved and the details have been omitted.
2) Achievability Scheme for : We have
We use the scheme with the following choice of parameters: ; ; ; ;
; and
. Lemma 8 is proved below.
Proof of Lemma 8 for Point
Under Case B.III.2: We can compute , which implies inequality (29a). Now, , which implies inequality (29b). To prove the last inequality, we need to show that . Suppose assume the contrary. Then we have which is a contradiction since under Case B.III.2, we have . Hence, inequality (29c) holds.
XI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the two-user MIMO IC with delayed CSIT. Inner and outer bounds to its DoF region are obtained and are shown to coincide for all possible values of the 4-tuple . To derive an outer bound, the property of statistical equivalence of the channel outputs is used, whereas to obtain an inner bound, new interference alignment schemes that require only delayed CSIT are developed.
APPENDIX
We prove here some lemmas that are useful for determining the shape of the DoF region. Consider the following lemma. , cannot be more than zero, which proves the first part of the lemma. Under Case B, when , one can achieve , since , even without CSIT [14] . This proves the second part of the lemma. , which implies that and . Hence, Condition 1 implies the inequality stated in this lemma. Further, if the inequality stated in the lemma is true, then , which then implies Condition 1.
